
6mm Tempered Fluted Glass Shower Door System
 
Installing glass shower enclosures would be an interesting way to give your bathroom a new, elegant look
without remodeling the whole space. Available in customizable pleasing designs, glass shower enclosures
have become very popular among builders and homeowners for creating beautiful bathroom interiors. A
glass shower helps in creating a separate bathing space within the bathroom.



 
 
 
Glass for Shower Door
 
Fluted glass is identifiable by its vertical grooves. It is sometimes referred to as ribbed, reeded or textured
glass and is highly popular among architects and interior designers looking to add texture to a living space
whilst diffusing light and adding an element of privacy.
 
It  is  one of  the latest  interior  design trends within both residential  and commercial  properties.  This
decorative glass is crafted with smooth vertical patterns providing an elegant combination of visibility and
privacy. The linear curves create the illusion of smooth flowing streams of water especially in clear glass,
offering a sense of clarity that benefits any room. The fluted structure of this decorative glass enables light
to dance from flute to flute for a luxurious and sophisticated aesthetic.
 
Fluted glass solves the problem of creating privacy while still maintaining light and airy interior spaces, it is



ideal for internal rooms where the desire for space and privacy meet. The fluted glass delicately distorts
the view through the glass pane while allowing light to stream through, perfect for bathrooms or spaces
where a slight element of privacy is desired.

 
 
 
Fluted Glass Advantages
 
Aesthetic and minimalist design.
Can be cut, tempered, laminated, coated.
Low breakage rate.
Three-dimensional texture.
Strong visual impact, creating a better decorative effect.



 
 
 
Hardware for Shower Door
 
Along with the type of shower glass, you will need to select hardware for your glass shower. Hardware
needed will depend on the type of doors your shower has – hinged vs sliding door as well as if it is a
framed vs frames shower. There are numerous hardware finish options to choose from depending on the
style of your bathroom and overall aesthetic.



 
 
Type of Glass Shower Door
 
Hinged Shower Door
This type of shower door can be mounted, so it swings open into the shower or, more commonly, outward
into  the  bathroom.  These  are  good  shower  door  options  for  shower  openings  that  are  too  small  to  fit  a
sliding shower door.



 
 
Sliding Shower Door
For a bathtub/shower combination, the most common shower door option is a sliding shower door. It’s also
called a bypass door, and generally consists of two or three panels that slide past one another on a track
situated at the top and bottom of the tub. This is also the most common type of shower door for a
standalone shower. The reason being is that it takes up the least amount of space and can be found in a
variety of sizes and styles, so it’s cost-effective.



 
 
Glass Shower Half Wall 
One way to create “spa appeal” in your bathroom is to give the bathroom a lighter and brighter look. A half
wall shower enclosure allows more light into a shower while still providing some privacy and keeping water
inside your shower enclosure. Shower half walls with glass tops are a popular choice for steam showers.



 
 Welcome to send us inquiry with your detail requirement and question.


